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Zorn, Krump and Twer
May Melee 2023

(This is a shortened version of a workshop I gave in 2022 at HEMAC 
Dijon, which is also available on my website)

In order to use any action in fencing, you must first find or create a 
situation where this action is useful and effective. This workshop 
provides a tactical framework designed to create opportunities to use 
Liechtenauer’s five hidden cuts. This framework also gives an answer 
to the common problem of “how do I pick between all these 
responses to the same action from my opponent?”.

Preliminary notes for all exercises
As the coaching role in these exercises, pick your cue before 
the fencer starts. Give it as clearly and precisely as you can at 
exactly the correct moment.

They are using the timing and distance of your cue to 
make their decisions, help them do that right.
If the fencer is struggling, try to give them a clearer cue - 
you often won’t need to make the action itself easier.

As the fencer, if the coach forgets to do their thing, just hit 
them!

Advance in Preparation

The first key concept for this class is the point of no escape - the 
distance from which if you attack, you will hit despite any parry. 
Knowing when you have reached the point of no escape for your 
intended attack (and therefore when you should launch) is the critical 
finishing condition for the rest of the actions we’ll be building up.

Distance guide for the fencer: attack at your extension 
distance + 15cm. 

You should be aiming to hit as the feet cross on your 
passing step - not as the foot lands.

Drill - advance in preparation:
Start at extension distance + 15cm. Coach takes one step 
back, then waits.
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Fencer makes a small advancing step to their attacking 
distance
Coach can either:

Wait - fencer should immediately launch their attack 
as soon as they have done their advance
Step back - fencer should stop after their advance, 
with no ‘bobbling’ or second step showing they were 
overcommitted. 

Coach emphasis: cue with your retreat before their front 
foot lands. 

Second drill:
As before, but now if the coach steps back, the fencer 
makes a second small step to reach their attacking 
distance again. 
As soon as the coach does not step back on the fencer’s 
advance, the fencer should launch their attack 
immediately. 

Countertime

Unfortunately, the opponent will rarely cooperate with your nice 
advance in preparation, and often will try to take the opportunity of 
your advance to hit you instead. This can be addressed with the 
concept of countertime - drawing out a counterattack and parrying it 
to set up your own hit. We’ll use two simple exercises based on the 
advance in preparation drill

Countertime drill - as the advance in prep drill from before
When the coach stops, they present their blade with the 
point in presence
Fencer clears the blade while launching their attack

Second counter time drill:
When the coach stops, they launch a simple cut that will 
likely hit the fencer as they finis their advance.
Fencer parries this cut and then launches their own 
riposte to hit

If these exercises are going well, you can do them “on the 
march”, using repeated advancing steps while the coach 
repeatedly retreats.
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The Zornhaw

With the basic framework in place, we can start to see how the five 
cuts fit into this framework. First up is the zornhaw, used at the 
widest distance.

When the fencer starts to advance in preparation, the coach 
can cut to place their point in presence.
To handle this, the fencer can do their own cut second, 
coming down on top of the coach’s blade and displacing it.
As the fencer finishes their cut, they continue with their 
attacking step and land the point to hit. 

Exercise: counter time drill
Coach cuts to put the point in presence when they wait
Fencer cuts as well, clearing the blade and lining up their 
own point to land as they finish their step

Extension: if this is proving easy, do the drill “on the march”.

The Krumphaw

With each further step forward from the fencer, the distance between 
the two participants changes, and the ideal actions also change.

Starting from 'zornhaw distance', the fencer can take another 
small step forward. 
The coach delivers pretty much any cut, aimed to hit the 
fencer directly.
To handle this, the fencer pushes the pommel under their arm 
and drops the long edge on the coach’s sword, then hits 
using a riposte by cut or thrust.

Exercise: counter time drill
First option: coach can cut the point in presence, setting 
up the zornhaw
Second option: coach can wait, fencer takes another 
small advance forward, coach makes a cut that’s intended 
to hit directly.
Fencer now drops a krump on the cut and hits a riposte
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Extension: at krump distance, coach can feed any cut they 
choose (from the correct side) - krump should handle 
basically all of them just fine.
Second extension: on the march.

The Twerhaw

As a ‘shortened’ cut, hitting using a twerhaw either as a direct attack 
or a counterattack requires very short distance between the fencers. 
This paradigm provides a way to safely reach that short distance

Starting from ‘krump distance’, the fencer takes another small 
step forward. 
The coach hesitates, allowing the fencer to immediately slam 
in the twerhaw to the head

If the coach is waiting in HVT, this cut will tend to hit the 
arms instead. That’s fine
If the coach doesn’t hesitate and cuts down instead, 
launching the twerhaw anyway will tend to close out their 
cut and hit them safely.

Exercise: counter time drill, now up to three options:
Coach presents the point at zorn distance -> zornhaw
Coach cuts to hit at krump distance -> krump and riposte 
to hit
Coach allows the fencer to step forward and to reach twer 
distance -> launch a twerhaw to hit directly

Extension: coach can sometimes launch a cut as the fencer 
closes in to twer

Fencer should just do the twerhaw anyway and will likely 
be able to block the coach’s attack.

Second extension: “on the march”, the coach varying between 
waiting to give the feed or taking retreats.

This gets very complex, with the potential to spend 
multiple steps of the exercise at each range band. 
As the coach, stay attentive and make sure your fencer is 
reacting to what’s going on instead of getting confused.



This document may be freely shared with credit. Please borrow or 
adapt exercises and ideas. Feedback and questions are welcomed: 
send to Tea Kew on Facebook, or to tea@fechtlehre.org. If you would 
like me to come teach at your club or event, get in touch and we’ll try 
and make it work.

Further content will be regularly published on https://
www.fechtlehre.org - please bookmark and check back regularly to 
stay up to date.
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